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Introduction: Boulders are ubiquitous on solid planetary surfaces as revealed by remote sensing[1]. As one of the 

major surface processes on airless solid bodies, impact cratering is known as the fundamental process affecting crustal 
evolution and shaping the surface. Due to long-term impact fragmentation, the crust has experienced deep brecciation 
and fracturing as well as surface fragment deposition exhumed from deeper strata. To simulate the process of cumu-
lative impact fragmentation we propose here a newly designed 3D numerical model based a Monte Carlo (MC) ap-
proach. The model, as an example, is applied to trace the evolution of the formation of the megaregolith layer on the 
Moon by impacts.   

Methods:  Previously we developed an impact mixing model (MC) to trace the evolution of different target com-
ponents with long-term bombardment [2]. For this study we expand our model to account for the consequences of 
cumulative impact fragmentation. Targeting on the Moon, we use the Neukum Production Function [3] to calculate 
the size-frequency distribution of generated craters. We consider thirty large-scale basin events and treat them sepa-
rately according to a table of actual lunar basins [4]. The model starts (t0) slightly earlier than the estimated formation 
time of the ancient South Pole–Aitken basin (SPA) and ends after the occurrence of the youngest basin (3.8 Ga, 
Orientale [5]). We assume an initially pristine lunar crust at t0. Each impact event damages the crust surrounding the 
impact site and generates different-sized fragments. Fragmented materials are partially expelled from the crater form-
ing an ejecta layer in the vicinity of the crater (allochthonous fragments) and partially displaced and remain below 
the crater (par-autochthonous fragments).  

Allochthonous fragments. A commonly used power-law relationship is applied to fit the fragment size-frequency 
distribution of ejected fragments: N(m) = C1m-b, where N(m) is the cumulative number of fragments with mass ≥ m, 
C1 is a constant and the exponent b is taken to be 1.2 [1, 6]. Larger fragments occur closer to the crater rim [1], and 
the size of the largest fragments is related to the crater diameter (D): lE0 = C2 D2/3, where C2 is a constant and is taken 
to be 0.1 [1].    

The distribution of ejecta thickness follows a power law [7]: H(r) = 0.033Rt(r/Rt)-3, where r is the distance from 
the crater center, and Rt = Dt/2 is the radius of the transient crater. To simulate fragment distribution in ejecta, while 
ensuring the general thickness distribution, we assume large fragments are located close to the rim and smaller frag-
ments dominate the distal deposit. Although ejecta at any given range are a mixture of different-sized rocks, the de-
creasing average fragment size with the increasing distance from the crater center has been verified in numerous 
impact experiments [8] and is in line with field observations. 

Par-Autochthonous fragments. The size of par-autochthonous fragments (lB) is increasing with the distance from 
the crater floor (rB). Using a linear relationship between lB and rB [9], we determine lB = lB0+C3 rB, where lB0 is the 
size of par-autochthonous fragments close to the crater floor and is line with the assumed fragment size according to 
the acoustic fluidization model [10]; C3 is constant and is taken to be 0.4 [9]. 

Later impact events occur on the fractured target and break the fragments into smaller pieces. Their excavated 
fragments are further smashed and the produced allochthonous fragments follow the N(m) distribution. The fragments 
underneath the impact site can also be further broken up by the process of par-autochthonous fragmentation. In this 
model, we consider this to happen if the determined lB of a certain depth is smaller than the size of exiting fragments. 

Dirstribution of megaregolith: Megaregolith spatially varies and the fragment size in the top 2 km is four orders 
of magnitude smaller than that deeper than 10 km. The model-derived vertical structure and lateral distribution are 
consistent with the lunar seismic data and remote sensing observations, respectively.  

Discussion and Conclusions: We study the model sensitivities by varying settings of fragment distribution. The 
results illustrate that, although the potential uncertainties of the applied scaling laws could slightly affect the regional 
distribution of fragment size, the basin-forming events, as the main drivers of the megaregolith formation, control the 
evolution of megaregolith. By adjusting the scaling laws accordingly the developed model of cumulation impact frag-
mentation can be applied to the other solid bolidies.  
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